
 

 

MAY 2024  - RETAKE OPTIONS 

The 2024 exams will test tax law enacted up to 31 July 2023 which includes both Finance Act 2023 
and Finance (No 2) Act 2023 – where we simply refer to the updated materials as “FA23”, they have 
been updated for both Finance Acts. 

Free content on the Academy  

- FA23 Pre Revision QBs for all ATT papers and the  CTA AW/AT papers  
- FA23 Changes Guides for all papers 

1. Academy Access only  

Online access to pdf (and for QBs the on-screen versions) of all the FA23 Study Manuals (and 
matching Question Banks), Memory Joggers, the pre-recorded online lectures that match the 
manuals, Pre Revision QB and Revision QB for your paper.  

This package does not include any practice exams, mocks nor tutor support.  

All available now apart from Pre Revision QB which will be available on 1/2/24 and the Revision QB 
which will be available on 15/3/24. 

ATT  £265 (no VAT)  CTA AT  £371 (no VAT) 

CTA AW (3 Modules) £350 (no VAT)  CTA APS  n/a – recommend full DL course 

 

2. Marked Pre Revision Mock Exam  

This is an exam standard mock and can be accessed online from 1/2/24 onwards and needs to be 
submitted on or before 29/2/24 via TOM if you want it marked. 

The questions used in this mock were not part of the material for the November 2023 sitting mocks 
so will be new and unseen if you originally sat in November 2023.  
 

This option does not include tutor support. 
 

ATT  £57 + £5.70 VAT  CTA AT  £64 + £6.40 VAT 

CTA AW  £57 + £5.70 VAT  CTA APS * £107 + £10.70 VAT 

 
* New for retakers this sitting  - each of our APS pre rev mock exams includes a pre-recorded tutor 
debrief of the exam to watch after you have submitted it for marking 

3. Marked Revision Mock Exam  

This is an exam standard mock and can be accessed online from 1/3/24 onwards and needs to be 
submitted on or before 31/3/24 via TOM if you want it marked. 

The questions used in this mock were not part of the material for the November 2023 sitting mocks 
so will be new and unseen if you originally sat in November 2023.  
 

This option does not include tutor support. 
 

If you are attending a May 2024 revision course with this mock will be included as part of that course 
(along with the recorded debrief). 
 

ATT ** £77 + £7.70 VAT  CTA AT ** £84 + £8.40 VAT 

CTA AW ** £77 + £7.70 VAT  CTA APS ** £107 + £10.70 VAT 

 
** New for retakers this sitting  - all these revision exams include a pre-recorded tutor debrief of the 
exam available to watch after you have submitted it for marking 

 

 

 



 

 

4. Revision Material package  

Access to the pdf and on-screen version of the FA23 Revision Question Bank (available from 
15/3/24) and the pdf of the FA23 Memory Joggers (available now).   
 

This option does not include tutor support nor any exams. 
 

ATT  £209 (no VAT)  CTA AT  £263 (no VAT) 

CTA AW (3 Modules) £263 (no VAT)  CTA APS  £326 (no VAT) 

 

5. Revision Course  

Attendance on our May 2024 Revision Course. Access to the pdf and onscreen version of the FA23 
Revision Question Bank (available from 15/3/24) and the pdf of the Memory Joggers (available now).   
 
This option includes the Revision Mock exam which is sat on the last afternoon of the Revision 
course via TOM and access to a pre-recorded tutor debrief of the exam.   
 
This option includes tutor support.  
 
Link to prices & dates etc: https://www.tolley.co.uk/exam-training/cta/dates-and-prices 
 

6. APS Pre Seen Info Webinar   

Access to the recording of the tutor review of the relevant pre seen info (PSI) webinar issued for 
your chosen May 2024 APS exam, available by 5pm on 26 April 2024.  
 

CTA APS  £70 + £14.00 VAT 
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